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Across
1 Adult tucking into
middday meal in
power-driven boat
(6)
5 Bit of frolicking on
the heather in lively
Scottish country
dance (5)
8 More difficult
keeping order
primarily for one
who accumulates
things (7)
9 Living in the open
sea, unusually
accompanied but not
exceptionally damp
(7)
11 In the past exalt
fresh sea-air (6)
14 Kudos, guru at last
sorted out number
puzzle (6)
15 Wonderful wise men
with computer
assisted learning (7)
16 One time domestic
slave seen in a mess
(4)
18 Utter some anecdotal
knowledge (4)
20 Short jerky
movement of pouch,
barrel or cask (7)
21 Magpie in Lanark
returned plaything
pilfered originally
(4)
23 Arrests big cheese
(4)
26 Brave soldier in
battle with king and
French king making
a comeback (7)
28 Very small, tense,
nervous and unable
to relax (6)
29 Somewhat rough
arrival in Indian
vehicle (6)
32 Hurtle about it's said
and nip round type
of sharp bend (7)
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33 To align incorrectly
number of which
given number is
logarithm (7)
34 Weapon for hunting,
say, sand eel (5)
35 Turned with lathe
chair of state, we're
told (6)
Down
2 Membranous
outgrowth extensive
by hand (1,2,4)
3 Naturism; unclothed
anus odist essentially
hymns (6)
4 Ride in vehicle in
Balmoral to play
Ireland's national
game (4)
5 Fiasco of floating
point operation (in
computing) (4)

35

6 Ireland, Spain and
France united with
Luxembourg,
showing extreme
anger (6)
7 Shifting gold on a
boat (7)
8 Elevate endless
place of complete
bliss (5)
10 Gently stroke
chicken (5)
12 Gnaw and nosh
continuously (3,4)
13 Peculiar ID cards;
useless one played
that does not follow
suit (7)
14 Underwater worker
worriedly holding
sway, not unusually
wily (7)
17 Timid gibe (3)
19 Behold old bachelor,
a lout (3)

21 Pave with stones and
bituminous resin (5)
22 Working French
tenor with aptitude
for comedy parts
being tested (2,5)
24 Faint illumination of
tune, good, quiet and
soft (7)
25 American drink's a
casual bribe in
Canberra (5)
26 Act as huntsman's
assistant with very
fashionable
international number
(4,2)
27 Professional speaker
by right he served up
rubbish (6)
30 Formerly concealed
content (4)
31 Last two characters
swapping places in
musical troupe (4)

